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Good morning Judge. Thanks very much for agreeing to 
interview on so short a notice. Can I ask you where and when 
you were born?

Well I’m not quite sure where my … is. I’m here, I must have 
been at some time but I was born in Limpopo. What was the 
second leg – when?

Yes, but you don’t have to answer that.

1951. There’s no secret. If you want my date of birth you will 
find it on official documents.

Thank you. Judge, can I ask you what your parents did? When I 
was doing my little research on the internet I saw that you have 
published a book about your people called Baga Mojapelo. Do 
you mind saying something about your family background?

My mother was a school teacher and I was brought up in her 
family, if you understand what I mean. I had the advantage 
of having a great extended family when I grew up. My 
grandfather, after whom I was named, was the head of the 
household. Now you asked me about the book I wrote. I didn’t 
actually publish a book in the strict sense of the word. I have 
always been inquisitive about where I come from and where the 
people that I was born into come from; so I interviewed a few of 
the senior people in the broad family group. And of course the 
best way of making sure that you don’t forget what you have 
heard is just to put it in writing. 

It can also be exciting for family members just to see where 
this whole family or tribe comes from and I wrote it and made it 
available within the family circles, but when I realised that the 
family group, tribe, if I may call it that, is much bigger I decided 
to announce the compilation of the booklet on the internet to 
get everybody in the family who is interested to get it. So it’s 
not a book formally published but it’s something I wrote and 
made available for family members. In due course non-family 
members asked if they could look at it and because it is not a 
secret document so you will find it in the hands of non-family 
members. I had it printed privately and I gave it to some people.

Judge, can I ask you about your surname? It is a very 
interesting name. Mojapelo. Some of our readers won’t be 
aware but it seems to me to be full of meaning – could you 
explain the origins of the name if you can?

Lwandile, you don’t come from the same language group as I 
do. I hope you will follow. If you look at Mojapelo as a word, 
and not a name, it is composed of two syllables “moja”, meaning 
the one who eats and “pelo” which means the heart. So that’s 
its literal meaning, a heart eater. I’m told it either comes from 
where a tribe originated either about certain views which the 
founder of the tribe articulated with passion and then he was 
then called Mojapelo because passion is assumed to be located 
in the heart. Or maybe it comes from a hunting event where 
they caught and slaughtered a big antelope, the eiland, and then 
carried it home having eaten the heart in the veld. So it is really 
like theories - we don’t know exactly what the truth is.
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Do you recall any particular influential teachers in your 
schooling?

I do but I wish I could give you full names. My first primary 
school teacher was a lady, Mrs Matsi, and the head of the school 
was the principal, her husband, Mr Matsi. The lady teacher was 
very influential and that is where I started my school. I became 
close to her and I couldn’t distinguish between actually being 
at home and being at school. It so happened my mother was a 
teacher at the same school while I was there. 

Mrs Matsi was a very influential teacher – she had a way of 
rewarding each one of us for every good thing we did. So, right 
until I finished my varsity studies I always sent her my academic 
reports. When she retired, I spoke at her retirement function 
and when she died I also spoke at her funeral service. That was 
the one influential person. Then, at higher primary there was 
a teacher, Mr Tema. He too was constantly interested in what I 
was doing to a point of coming home and visiting me at varsity. 
So the two were very influential teachers in my life. By the time 
I got to secondary school, they were my motivation and I had to 
go on. There were other teachers in my life who did their work 
but those two primary school teachers had a profound influence 
on me.

When did you decide to go to law school?

It was while I was at high school. I initially thought I might go 
in the direction of medicine but by the time I finished my high 
school, I knew it was law school I should go into. I was involved 
in school debates and I started taking every pamphlet about law, 
reading it, and then I made up my mind that is the direction I 
am going to.

Any outstanding lecturers at Turfloop?

Yes. The dean of faculty was Professor Verloren van Themaat. I 
think someone by that surname, not sure if that was his brother, 
wrote a book on the old constitution in Afrikaans. He was very 
supportive. And then there was Professor Bertelsmann, the 
father of Judge Bertelsmann. He was German-born and he had 
a very broad international perspective. He was a very influential 
and challenging teacher. I would name those two as being like 
top, in terms of those that I would respect. And Verloren van 
Themaat encouraged me to do my second law degree and also 
facilitated my appointment into a lecturing post.

After finishing law school you didn’t go straight to articles; you 
were a lecturer?

For one year, yes. My eyes were always set on practice so, to his 
disappointment, when I finished at the end of one year I said to 
Verloren van Themaat that I need to go into practice. And there 
was also a sense that lecturers were mainly white; and he said 
we are unable to retain our own so can’t you please lecture here; 
and at the end of it all I said no—I must go into practice. 

What did you teach?

I taught private law as well as a subject called African customary 
law. 

Yes, I remember that.

It was very like a mixture of anthropology and law and I saw my 
challenge as being to extract from anthropological study what 
was truly law, indigenous law. And the area of tension between 
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the two legal systems, indigenous law and the common law, was 
fascinating; and regrettably, in my view, not enough work has 
been done in that area. 

Which textbooks did you use in African customary law? Much 
later, in my time, there was Seymour and there was Schapera.

Both of those books were there. But Schapera had an 
anthropological grounding. Then there was a book by Sir 
Henry Maine. We used his work quite a lot. Seymour and 
Schapera, they would just be talking about customs, but Maine 
got you into the thinking about the structure of law; and it is 
an absolute pity because when I got interested in that area of 
conflict of laws I thought Africa probably needs a proper study 
of that whole area. What you have is the colonisers coming into 
a country, finding people operating under their legal system, 
and they take over the government. The coloniser ’s language 
gets in gradually; but the law is a deliberate imposition of 
a system of laws and that tends to displace completely the 
indigenous legal system. And I thought there should be some 
study, just to examine whether, when decolonisation comes, 
there is a deliberate reflection on what the African people have 
lost which could be of value in the modern life. Or whether 
in terms of choices of law, the liberated people just continue 
with the coloniser ’s laws and institutions, without reflecting 
on what good may have been left behind. My mind was jacked 
into a study of that kind of conflict and I thought one could 
actually bring up an African perspective. In other words: look 
at all the African universities and look what the African leaders 
had done (and, hopefully, I thought) position our own country 
to make the choices and not just take over another system and 

follow it. But the choice to go into practice kind of stopped that 
study.

That tension between the two systems of law is still very much 
alive.

It’s very much alive. If you look at the studies of various 
commissions there was a deliberate imposition of the laws 
to an extent that they decided to what extent, if any, we will 
allow the indigenous laws to apply. When post-colonial rule 
and democracy comes, that debate doesn’t take place. This is 
not like a call to an absolute return. But, you see, if you were 
oppressed you were colonised and you had no options. Just 
wake up when you have options. Exercise those options. And 
I get the impression - I have not done that study - that African 
leaders just continue with the public and private institutions of 
the coloniser. Even if it means this must continuously receive 
attention, what is actually African, but we don’t go back to what 
is truly African to look at what is good which we can bring into 
modern day. So yes, that tension, between indigenous and 
imported systems, still exists and I am not quite sure whether 
the tensions which exist in the community are not in part as a 
result of failure to reflect on that.

“Now, I got into varsity and got out of 
varsity, if you like, at the height of the 
Black Consciousness movement and every 
student at that time got a SASO card at the 
same time as your student card.”
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Judge, could I take you back to Turfloop? Who were your 
prominent contemporaries? 

Prominent – I don’t know what that means…[laugh] I don’t 
think even I was. The first Judge President Bernard Ngoepe was 
a senior student there – he was a year or two ahead of me. There 
are others who did not end up following into the judiciary. 
Winston Msimeki, who is here, and whom I recruited onto the 
Bench was also a senior student there. Oh yes, Solly Sithole: he 
became the first lecturer there, the first black law lecturer. In the 
same class with me were Monica Leeuw (now JP of North West), 
Cyril Ramaphosa, Mathews Phosa and a few others.

Now if you talk about broader contemporaries outside law, 
when I entered the university I think Onkgopotse Tiro was 
leader of the students organisations.

It’s whom I had in mind, actually, when I asked the question.

And I think you know what happened to him. Then I think 
Terror Lekota was there. Thabo Molewa was there.

Who is he?

Thabo Molewa was the husband of the lady who later emerged 
in North West. 

Edna Molewa.

Edna Molewa yes. Nefolovhodwe was there. Don Nkadimeng … 
If I’m not wrong Mosibudi Mangena might have been there. Yes, 
but if you had in mind Abram Tiro and his group – those were 
real leaders. They were true leaders. You also just realise that they 

spoke about the ordinary, basic things and then became enemies 
of the system. I mean Abram Tiro just said: it’s a graduation of 
black people but the front rows are all full of white people and 
some of our parents cannot get seats. And he says well, in any 
case what is this Bantu Education when this is all South Africa – 
can’t we have South African education like they have education 
everywhere else? And that was controversial and it led to his 
death. Now, I got into varsity and got out of varsity, if you like, 
at the height of the Black Consciousness movement and every 
student at that time got a SASO card at the same time as your 
student card.

And it was helpful just in terms of positioning your mental 
thinking. You would know of course that all liberation movements 
had been banned. Yes, you ask about my contemporaries, I must 
be careful not to get carried away and basically go back to that 
period but the student leaders of that time by and large became 
leaders in the community later. A difficult system to acquire 
education in when you know those who are instructing you 
could be representing the oppressors, the Broederbond and their 
primary and predominant interest is to see to it that you do not 
succeed; and then you succeed in spite of that.

With which firm did you do your articles?

I did my articles with Webber Wentzel.

Which year was this?

1979/1980, given the fact that I had been a vac clerk at that 
same firm for a number of years, it was almost like a smooth 
movement when I said to Professor Verloren van Themaat 
“sorry, I’ve got to go into practice”.
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Do you remember who your principal was?

Yes it was Edward Southey. Ed Southey and I had a long 
relationship because later when I became President of the BLA 
and sought to transform De Rebus, and I went onto the editorial 
committee. I found him chairing the editorial committee and 
we were members at the same place. Webber Wentzel was at the 
Standard Bank Centre when I joined them.

Was it an unusual thing to be a black clerk at Webber Wentzel 
at the time?

I was probably the second or third black articled clerk. It was 
unusual but it was a move which they took. That’s some bravery 
because white law firms were taking only white clerks. Webber 
Wentzel gave me that opportunity and I arrived there with all 
the background of Black Consciousness, only to find that all the 
previous clerks and everybody else had accepted the separation 
to a point where my arrival actually challenged the thinking 
of those in power. Little things like just walking into the same 
bathroom: people are shocked to see you there. But eventually 
you realise that they accept when you silently assert your right to 
be there. That’s what the Black Consciousness movement taught: 
the oppressor somehow needs the co-operation of the oppressed 
in order to keep on oppressing. They opened up their doors, they 
exposed me to a good training and their good practices. I learned 
a lot from that law firm but, like all law firms which started taking 
black candidate attorneys at that time, I think they were still 
struggling with how much to do, because at any given time they 
would have one black clerk out of a pool of 14 or 12. And this is 
an institution we were later to attack through the BLA because as 
you would know in order to get into practice you need to serve 
articles and the majority of law firms and lawyers in practice were 
white and they were not taking on black article clerks. There’s no 
way you were going to get black people to become articled clerks. 
And if only the top few were taking on candidate attorneys and 
for every 14 they take one. You were not going to change the 
status quo. And that’s when bodies like NADEL, and BLA later 
on, took a position – to say we need a fundamental change of the 
system. The Webber Wentzel exposure gave me opportunity for 
legal training, but also it gave me an insight into the limitations 
of the historically privileged being the gatekeepers for the 
underprivileged candidate.

After articles did you establish your own firm or did you join 
other firms?

I established my own.

Who with?

We started a law firm in Nelspruit. We left Johannesburg and 
went to Nelspruit, a town I saw for the first time three months 
before I opened the law firm there; but that’s a story for another 
day. But we had identified it as the area where there was the 
highest need. Back to your question. I opened that law firm 
with Mathews Phosa, who later became prominent in politics. 
My other partner was Ephraim Makgoba, who is now the Judge 
President of Limpopo. The interesting thing with Ephraim 

Makgoba is when I was a lecturer at Turfloop he was actually my 
student, but we later opened a law firm together in Nelspruit.

Do you have any memorable cases that you did in your 
practice?

Lwandile – many!

I assumed this would have been in the 80s. Do you care to 
mention any prominent political cases that you did?

Too many to elaborate. Our law firm there just appeared as if 
it was called into existence by the forces of nature, because you 
have three young boys who come out of varsity who were part 
of the Abram Tiro group, who opened a law firm – the first ever 
black law firm in that area. The friction between the races was at 
its highest. The population almost embraced us in its welcome. I 
don’t want to put it too high, but almost like, this is the saviour. 
We had too many cases. 1981 was the first year and most of our 
cases – it was cases involving friction between the races, whether 
in the commercial sphere or in the criminal sphere. A black man 
killing a policeman was almost like an action against the system. 
Black man killing a white person was worse. And just shortly 
after the start of our law firm, you would know that a tri-cameral 
system of government was introduced and we represented many 
activists in civil as well as criminal cases in the conflicts which 
arose as a result. And of course, around the same time, we had 
near Nelspruit a homeland of KaNgwane. I think it was led by 
a man who said this thing called independence of black South 
Africans from South Africa is rubbish and he publicly proclaimed 
the true leaders are in exile, Robben Island and whatever.

Mr Mabuza?

Yes. He became our client. In brief you are saying “what cases?” 
We basically did all cases for him and around the same time the 
trade union movement extended its wings into that area and 
we represented literally all trade unions and all trade union 
federations. Around the same time, the South African Council 
of Churches extends its work into those areas. Ntate Tutu was 
regularly in our office. In other words, our law firm became the 
regional office. And any cases they picked up came into our office. 
And shortly after that the South African government decided that 
the non-co-operative KaNgwane government and the whole of 

“Our law firm there just appeared as 
if it was called into existence by the 
forces of nature, because you have 
three young boys who come out of 
varsity, who were part of the Abram 
Tiro group, who opened a law firm—
the first ever black law firm in that 
area. The friction between the races 
was at its highest. The population 
almost embraced us in its welcome.” 
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the area must be incorporated into Swaziland. And we took on 
the case, not on behalf of the government, but on behalf of the 
people of that area, to say this area is not to be incorporated into 
Swaziland. That case had broad international dimensions.

I can imagine.

It was deprivation of citizenship, changing borders, and we took 
that case and managed to get the Gazette set aside and literally 
restored regional authorities in that area. But that’s who I was 
representing – everybody – whether it was people in sports, 
teacher organisation, tribal leaders, business people, everybody 
was affected by that move.

Is it your sense that people are now making themselves 
available for appointment from the Bar? It may not necessarily 
be the senior members.

It comes in waves. You go out and you interact with the Bar, you 
get an avalanche coming; and then of course there are a few non-
appointments and then people pull back. And the JSC doesn’t 
always do us very well because they turn down people they 
shouldn’t have turned down; and people at the Bar look and say 
“is it still worthwhile to go there?”. And then of course as a leader 
you need to go back to the Bar and make them understand that 
we may have lost one small battle – there’s more to be done. 
They must understand that, as the leader of this court, you are 
not the JSC. So the answer to your question is: it comes in waves, 
and the leader of this bench must always be aware when you 
need to call on the Bar and when you get a Lwandile come to 
talk to you, you just remind the whole profession through him 
that we still need more hands on deck.

Do you think judges hate prescription?

There have been many decisions on prescription from one 
or other courts, including the Constitutional Court. The 
Constitutional Court has brought up a number of split decisions 
on that point as well. And I think I remember one or two 
judgments where the point was made that the constitutionality 
of prescription has not been tested as yet. You will know 
that prior to Constitution, and the right of access to court, 
prescription was prescription and if it was raised and if it’s 
successful, things stopped there.

But a few cases have now, as it were, shaken the wall of 
prescription, and finding some ways of getting to remedy beyond 
prescription. It’s granted in a number of other decisions. But what 
I read from some of those decisions is that the constitutionality of 
prescription itself has not been brought before the courts as yet. 
So, I don’t think it’s for judges to hate prescription or not – they 
must apply the law as it is; and I love counsel who raise questions 
and don’t simply say to me what the law is. 

It’s almost a temperamental divide amongst lawyers. Some 
lawyers think justice is better, even if we rake up an old case or 
cause of action. Others think certainty is a virtue; people must 
leave the past behind them after a certain period.

And where do you stand?

I believe in certainty.

Certainty versus justice? I’m sorry, I deliberately turned the 
tables back on you [laughing].

Even though I initially drew the distinction, I’d say that’s a false 
distinction. Most civilised societies have a rule about limitation 
of actions. The only question is how strict that rule should be.

But isn’t the truth this: avenues for challenges to prescription 
have opened as a result of our Bill of Rights. And instead of 
taking a piecemeal testing, if you challenge the prescription 
as a concept and go to a ruling, then the courts will have an 
opportunity to say what the limitations of elasticity will be, to 
make sure that justice itself is still maintained, instead of getting 
all these piecemeal rulings.
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Well, what about Parliament’s role there?

The role of the courts would be that if there are true tensions 
between constitutional rights and prescription, the courts will 
say where those tensions are and …

Maybe they’ll send it back for Parliament to rewrite.

I can’t see the courts rewriting prescription. What I can glean 
from the cases is that the constitutionality of prescription 
has not been decided. And if there was a challenge and 
the Constitutional Court says there is nothing inherently 
unconstitutional about prescription and the difficulties are one, 
two three. That might be [the] last word in that case.

DJP Phineas Mojapelo talks to Advocate
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And at the moment you would agree, I suppose, that there’s a 
degree of uncertainty?

Well the uncertainty which lies in the field of, is prescription 
as a whole, unconstitutional? But I think the various decisions 
would have opened some streams of certainty and the lawyers 
continue to exploit those. I think you and I must have a separate 
argument on this one.

We should. Judge, can we move to the Commercial Court? The 
one thing that critics of the idea come up with immediately 
is that you are serving one community, namely the business 
community, and privileging its interests over other litigants.

What is the basis of the critics?

Well if you get – how shall we put it – Rolls Royce justice in 
the Commercial Court, but not get the same speedy justice in 
the normal court, why should that be the case? Why is business 
special, people ask?

I don’t think the Commercial Court is intended to suggest that 
business is more special than ordinary litigants. Nor is there data 
to show that commercial cases actually get to the end quicker 
than ordinary cases. The establishment of the Commercial Court 
came as a response to the call of practitioners for what they saw 
as easily accessible methods. 

In the creation of the Commercial Court really is just almost 
like they’ve created a criminal court to cater for matters which 
are of criminal nature. We’ve created motion courts for matters 
which have got a certain peculiarity. We could create children’s 
court for matters which are there. We have decided that the 
needs of the business sector to be accommodated, and my 
message to judges is that we cannot be good in commercial cases 
and not good in the rest of the cases. 

And if you look at our Commercial Court Practice Directive, 
and you look at our Case Management Practice Directive, you 
will see similarities. The move is towards judge-controlled 
pace of litigation because, if you leave it to the lawyers, they 
will try and play technicalities against each other. We want the 
Commercial Court to go beyond technicalities. But I could give 
you stats and say in this court you can get – let me say Road 
Accident Fund matters – you can issue summons and get to 
finality within 12 months. You can do that same in a Commercial 
Court matter. The thing is Road Accident Fund matters have 
never cried for lack of space. Commercial Court matters cried 
for lack of space and sort of shifted towards arbitration, but I 
don’t think we give Rolls Royce justice to commercial matters. 
Just yesterday I had a matter at roll call which was finalised in 
its entirety – it was a Road Accident Fund matter. The summons 
was issued on the 14th of April 2018, and the matter is finalised 
today [this interview was conducted on 20 February 2019 - Ed.]. 

“I don’t think the Commercial Court is 
intended to suggest that business is 

more special than ordinary litigants. Nor 
is there data to show that commercial 

cases actually get to the end quicker than 
ordinary cases.”
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Now, and that is an RAF matter getting part of the Rolls Royce. 
The truth is if we change the attitude and the way in which 
we handle cases, whether we start with Commercial Court and 
get judges who insist on getting to the real issues, the whole 
court will benefit. The whole court will benefit. The one thing 
I wouldn’t accommodate, and you haven’t asked the question, 
is to say I have two judges who do only Commercial Court or I 
have two who do only Family Court.

That was my next question. There are no “standing” 
Commercial Judges – they are appointed ad hoc onto a case as 
cases come out?

Yes. I allocate all cases in this court and I allocate all commercial 
cases. Of course, as I put together a directive to deal with a 
particular area, say the Children’s Court, I tell the judges what my 
expectations are and what sort of turnaround I’m looking at. The 
directive also tells the practitioners what is expected. And I have 
consulted with my judges and I was able to go back to the Bar 
and say bring it on because I said to the judges, if you want to opt 
out you can raise your hand; otherwise I will allocate according to 
availability of judges, my knowledge of judges, just as I do in all 
other areas of work. It all depends on who’s present and, yes, it’s 
not a closed number of judges: we allocate fairly broadly.

From summons to judgment, how quickly do you hope the 
Commercial Court will function?

Well, it depends on the level of complexity and what the judge 
decides must be dealt with on an intermediary basis – you 
will know that in Commercial Court the judge takes control, 
the judge determines hearings and so on. If the matter is ripe, 
it could be finalised in six months or less; and matters which 
in their nature have many battles before you get to trial may 
even take up to a year. Commercial Court practice in this court 
started on the 3rd of October 2018 – we have therefore not run 
long enough for us to tell you how long it takes. But I have had 
matters where I allocate a commercial application to a judge and 
(if it’s ripe) the following week I have a judgment. 

So you will have a single judge or two judges running the 
matter from beginning to the end? What happens if they don’t 
agree on the result?

The two judges case manage jointly but they do not have to sit 
together in each and every case. It creates space for them to say 
to one aother – let’s say it’s a small interlocutory – “go and do 
it”; but they case managed jointly. Even at the end of a trial they 
may either say, well, “you do it” or “let’s do it together”. 

But if you have got two of them sitting in a trial. what happens 
if they don’t agree?

It has not happened and that question has been raised before, 
and I don’t know why people think that that is more difficult for 
us to manage. All the bulk of appeals in this court are presided 
over by two judges and we have not had a problem or a crisis. 
So yes, the same rule which applies to appeals would be the 
default rule. But having said that, this being a new baby, I’m 

watching her closely and we will respond appropriately. The 
difference between this and appeals is that there is flexibility 
and the two judges don’t have to sit together all the time. 

The Commercial Court Practice Directive makes provision for a 
statement of case and one of the things that the statement does 
is restate the cause of action and the relief that the parties seek, 
and then there are other things that it deals with too. From this 
side, from the Bar’s side, I think the concern is, if you give 
lawyers another chance to restate their case, having done so 
in a particulars of claim or in a plea, give them another bite – 
they’ll restate it differently, they will take chances …

Are you contemplating a matter which started prior to October 
as an ordinary litigious matter and it then gets categorised as 
a Commercial Court to say they are given an opportunity to 
restate because if it starts as a Commercial Court it wouldn’t be a 
restatement – he’ll be stating it.

What I have in mind Judge is this. In the second case 
management for which provision is made in the directive, the 
parties are required to state their case in a statement of case, 
which is a separate document from the particulars of claim 
or from a plea. It might be that the fear is fanciful, but the 
statement of case comes after exceptions have been heard, and 
the case has been clarified. The worry is, if you give lawyers 
another chance to have a go via some further form of paper, 
they will abuse that. Is there a way of addressing that concern?

I’m not sure that that concern is really legitimate or just 
another – it’s imagined and all I can say to you is we will 
watch. Remember, this whole process takes place before a case 
management judge, who is in charge, who is aware of summons 
and the pleadings that you have issued, and I cannot see that 
there’s going to be a new case being created any more than it 
would in a pre-trial, in an opening address or at any time. 

Remember it’s judge driven – if we had left it to the Registrar 
and the practitioners I would appreciate your fears. But if the 
thing is under the auspices of a judge who is aware of the 
pleadings and all he wants, he wants more embellishment I 
don’t think the risk is there, it’s almost like one lawyer fearing 
that the opponent will abuse the process. The judge is there 
to see to justice being done. And if the change which you are 
bringing would have amounted to an amendment, I’m sure a 
quick argument before the judge would take place and the judge 
would rule then and there, but then he would take out the need 
for a protected process of amendment to go into a different court. 

I personally see case management eventually being 
introduced in all the spheres of litigation, and judges taking 
control, and it might be that what we’ve started in Commercial 
Court – it’s just a starting base. Have you seen our Practice 
Manual on case management? There are similarities and I don’t 
think there are loopholes – all we do is we make sure that you 
get quick, efficient and focussed justice. And I go back to where 
we started – Commercial entities commerce requires that. The 
role of a litigant required that and we promise you that’s what 
you will get because you will find the same judges in both. A
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